Scion tc passenger window not working

I can no longer open my passenger side windows using the driver's side console. The driver
side window works fine. If I use the passenger side console to open the passenger window, it
works as well. Has this happened ever happened to anyone? Any solutions? I have tried
resetting the windows but it still doesn't work. Do I need to disconnect the battery and then
reset? Well first off it might be the obvious there is a switch next to the window operations that
prevents the windows from coming down. Make sure it is deactivated.. If thats not the case a
quick home fix would be to take your door apart like your installing new speakers and make
sure the wires are all connected they may have come out of place if you had an accident or if
you drive rough. Then next solution would be to walk in to toyota and get a free fix it on the spot
before they check you in for service. If you require service hopefully you still have your
warranty good on your car! Yes, this happens sometimes when the battery gets disconnected.
On the passenger side door, roll the window down half way. Next, close it all the way, holding
the auto up for 5 seconds. This resets the window and you should now be able to use the auto
feature for the passenger window from the driver's side. Trending News. Wife of drug kingpin El
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Sunroof and passenger window not working self. You have to "reset" the windows and sunroof
to make them work again. I had the same problem after installing my short ram intake, after
disconnecting the battery. I found this for the windows and this video on both the windows and
sunroof. I got the windows to work. But not the sunroof. Not sure about that. If all else fails,
some forum posts say to just try disconnect the battery for a couple of minutes and try again.
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would go about halfway and then stop. I pulled the door panel off and started poking around.
The day the window failed I was able to guide the window back into place once I realized the
front part of the window was sliding in between the rubber guide and the door. I then disabled
the window control. The window track was bent out of shape and crushed by a metal piece of
the door at the front, where it connects to the body. My final plan was to remove the speaker in
the door so I could access the window track and door piece and bend them back into position.
Well, it turns out that instead of screws the speakers are attached with rivets. Removing the
speaker requires that I purchase a rivet gun and the correct rivets or find screws that will work
or build a new mount for the speakers. We figured out that the problem was caused when a
strong gust of wind caught the door and pulled it open too far. In several different forum posts
individuals reported getting a body shop to simply bend the part back into place. I do believe I
might have the same problem the window blew my door open so hard that something popped
and it wont go back on the track its suppose to be on have you figured out how to fix it at all?
Unfortunately, no. If I had gotten into that part of the door I was going to raise the window all of
the way up and then try to bend the track into alignment using some pliers. Anyone fix it yet?
Same problem. I have it set the same way it was after it happened â€” the window is up with the
window button disabled. I have another post that explains how I disabled the window button. It
sounds exactly what you said. I rolled the window down and then she told me about the pop.
How did you get the window to go up and stay up? Did you have to remove the panel? I think
that in the end I actually had to gently push the window into the top, front guides as I slowly
raised the window pushing carefully on the window at the point where it comes up and out of
the door to keep it from going off track. Any resolution? My wife may end up driving around
with a busted window until the day she gets a new car. Sorry no solution but to just replace the
door. We had to take it to the dealership and get it replaced. I have the same issue, I rolled my
window down, it popped and gets stuck at half way.. However, I was able to pull the door panel
off, roll the window all the way down, pull the two bolts holding the window in, pull the window
out. Once I had this done I did what I could as far as bending the window track back into shape,
and went ahead as to rip the bottom portion of the weather proof strip that surround the window
area of the door, so it would be easier for the window to guide into it. Pull the far piece of
weather proof strip over the window and rolled it all the way up. Thinking about it I may be ready
for a new car! I am having this same problem right now. Wind pulled open the door, pulled the
door latch too close to the window track and wrapped the track to shreds. Thinking now that the

best option is to drill out the rivets on the speaker, hack the track back to shape and then hope
it works. I was able to temporarily get it back on track to at least go all the way up. You most
likely have to get a new door because it ends up bending the track. Any one have the problem of
the window coming unglued from the plastic pieces that bolt to the track? Got any idea what to
use to glue it back together? This video will help you. The track is spot welded at the top and
not easily replaced, I bought a junk yard door and replaced the original door. It was a simple
swap, and I say this because it needed no alignment. Do yourself a favor and replace the door
stop with a new one or modify the original to not be able to grab the door track again. I was
lucky enough to find one ther same color, but the paint was more faded. You are commenting
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Scion tC free! Sign in. Club Scion tC. Login Register a new account. Image Issues Fixed We
made some changes when migrating the site from one AWS account to another, and this
resulted in some ill-configured images in various parts of the site. We have fixed the problem.
You may need to clear browser cache to fix the issue. Sorry for the inconvenience! Forum
Utilities Register Login. Find Threads. By Thread Title By User. The instructions for fixing this
are in your users manual. Basically what you have to do is get someone to help you. One or
more of the lights on the switches will be blinking after you reconnect the door panels and start
the car. This is normal and indicates that your window computer will need to be reset. To reset
the window computer, get someone to help you. You-ll basically be rolling the windows up even
though they-re already up for 2 seconds. After 2 seconds, let them go. The compuer will reset
and the lights on the buttons on either side of the car should stop blinking. Turn the car off and
back on or to Accessory position and you should be able to operate all windows like normal. If
this doesn-t work, consult your user manual for exact instructions. I was experiencing this
problem after the windows roll up and venting alarm feature was installed in my car. I will go try
this and see if this works. I also got window rolldown. They had to order new master switches or
something.. Iwas freakin out but a few days later i fixed it. Yes and no. After the windows were
reset, I can control both sides of the windows from the driver-s side console no problem. But
oncemy wife start to user her windows control, kiss my control good bye!! To top this off, if I
want control on the passenger side, I have to do this windows reset every time, to me it isn-t
worthfit. When I asked the installer, they check direct electronics and that is the only way
according to direct electronics to do windows venting for the clifford alarm. I guess I will wait on
a bit more new information later from direct electronics to see if they have a fix for this later on.
For now I can live with this very small problem. The passenger side works, but nothing on the
driver. I can-t roll down the window to reset it, did anyone else have this problem??? Is the
window lock down? The window lock is not down. Here is the problemDriver side locks - Both
don-t work Passenger side locks - Works both auto and man. Me the driver can not roll down my
window nor the passenger from my driver panel. The driver window button also blinks twice,
then a second of nothing, then blinks again. The fuse is not blown and disconnecting the power
didn-t work either Resetting power windows Help by made at Nov 11, am. Power Window
Problem? Join Club Scion tC free! Sign in. Club Scion tC. Login Register a new account. Image
Issues Fixed We made some changes when migrating the site from one AWS account to
another, and this resulted in some ill-configured images in various parts of the site. We have
fixed the problem. You may need to clear browser cache to fix the issue. Sorry for the
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US. I opened the fuse hatch under the steering wheel but the diagram in the TC Manual doesn't
look anything like the one in the car- Could this be anything else besides a blown fuse? I had
the wheel sen
66 mustang neutral safety switch
2002 chevy cavalier dash panel
2016 ford explorer v8
sor on the driver's side replaced, and was curious if the mechanics did something OR since I
use my lighter to charge my phone and GPS at various times, didn't know if that could have
blown the fuse. If anyone has diagrams they could post so I can tell which fuse to check, would
be super helpful! Is there only one fuse for both windows? If so, then when the mechanics were

fixing the electrical on the TPMS light was on, could they have reset something?? What do you
mean, it's under all that? Sorry, I'm a novice when it comes to electrical in the car Above that
area?? On a side note, the light that illuminates the gears on the automatic are out when I turn
on the lights- What fuse would that be considered when looking up in the manual? Would that
be the same 7. Thanks for the help.. The windows had to be normalized after the battery was
replaced. Passenger Window not working after disconnection. Passenger window. Passenger
Window Reset by brandielou at Feb 10, pm. Passenger Window Noise?

